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ROTATING SIGN KIT

FOR MODELS 214, 695B/695C, 825, 850B/850C, 925, 950B/950C, 994
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

* Installation by a Wisco Industries, Inc. authorized agent or certified electrician.

1.  Unplug cooled unit from power source.

2.  Remove top plate screws and top plate.

3.  *Models 695C or 850C:
       Replace the water trough by removing the 3 screws as shown in
       FIG. 1 with a new, longer trough (P/N: 0020911) being sure to position
       the new water trough as shown in FIG. 2 resting the trough flange on top of
       the unit side wall.  Reinstall the previously removed three screws.

    *All other models:
      Skip to step 4.

4.  Position the new top plate assembly on top of the unit.  The light box should be
     located on the side  from the control side.  Slide to one sideopposite
     to enable enough room for attaching top plate assembly wires to terminal
     block. (FIG.3)

5.  Attach the top plate assembly wire leads to the unit terminal block. (FIG.3)
     The unit terminal block has a 10 tab terminal strip, an 8 tab terminal strip and
     a 2 tab terminal strip on it.  Attach one wire to an open tab on the 10 tab
     terminal strip and the remaining wire to an open tab on the 8 tab terminal
     strip.  If no tabs are open, a tab splitter / disconnect adapter  (P/N: 0020923)
     should be used.

CAUTION: Do not attach both wires to the same terminal strip.

6.  Slide top plate on top of unit and secure with screws removed in step 2.

7.  Install two light bulbs, P/N: 0018180, into light sockets.

8.  Slip sign extension shaft over motor shaft and tighten the set screw on the
     flat side of the motor shaft using a hex key (FIG.4)

Caution: Over tightening of set screw may strip threads.

9.  Slide sign (signs may vary) over sign extension shaft (FIG.5).
     Plug in unit and turn on power switch.  Light bulbs will
     illuminate and sign will rotate at 1 revolution per minute.
     Do not stall sign motor shaft as this may strip the sign motors
     internal gears.  Sign should not be glued to sign shaft to prevent
     stalling of motor if sign is accidentally grabbed.
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